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Item Link Original Source Limited (search only) University of Michigan View HathiTrust MARC record I feel much more confident in my understanding of the format and how it relates to the structure of the book, as well as in my ability to create an in-depth analysis of the perfect copy. - 2017 Student This
course is designed for individuals who want a better understanding of physical examination and description of printed books, especially the period 1550-1900s. It is intended both for those with little formal impact on the subject and for those with some general knowledge in the field who seek to
systematically discuss the elements of physical description outlined in fredson Bowers Principles of BibliographicAl Description. Each school day is divided into four sessions: lecture, laboratory, homework and museum. The lectures cover methods of defining the format and formulas, as well as
descriptions of the paper, type and circumstances of publication (publication, issue and state), with a code on history, application and future narrative bibliography. The main part of the course consists of small, carefully controlled laboratory sessions in which students practice format definition and
matching and writing standard descriptions of signatures and pagination. During homework, students prepare for lab classes, working with increasingly complex examples of books in different formats that present different narrative problems. In museum sessions, students have the opportunity to process a
wide range of printed books and other materials - tools and equipment, samples and examples, packages of self-mutilates and the like - taken from the famous collections of the Rare Book School. Students should expect to devote a portion of each evening (Monday to Thursday) to homework; they must
also commit to a significant amount of pre-preparation before the first day of classes. In their personal statement, applicants must describe the extent of their background in the bibliography, the nature of their interest in the subject, and how they expect to apply what they learn. There is no formal
prerequisite for the course, although students with little prior exposure to 1,900 books may be referred to other rare book school courses (s) before being offered admission to the G-10. Note the differences between Printed Books: Description and Analysis (G-20 and G-30) and this course (G-10). This
course (G-10) covers almost the same ground as the Printed Books: Description and Analysis courses (G-20 and G-30). At the same time, the Big 10 pays more intensive attention to the format, comparison and rigorous description of manual and machine press books during homework and laboratory
periods; it also pays special attention to self-study of physical features and terminology during museum periods. His main text is Fredson Bowers A bibliographic description, supplemented by a new introduction by Philippe Gaskell to the bibliography. Gaskell is the main text in the Printed Books course.
The Big 20 and Big 30 are designed for collectors, booksellers, librarians, educators and others who are eager to learn about the physical features of printed books presented in a more traditional interactive workshop setting, but who do not want to spend more time studying format and collauence
formulas. Students in all three courses have intense contact with the well-known educational collections of the rare book school of books, bindings and related artifacts. If you expect the need to obtain bibliographic descriptions yourself, including accurate matching formulas, you may find the G-10 more
suitable for your needs. If a broader review, combined with the ability to interpret bibliographical descriptions, better suit your career plans or personal interests, then either the G-20 or G-30 will be a good fit. Due to duplication of course content, The Rare Book School does not recommend that students
apply for the Printed Books and G-10 course in the same year; However, students who complete any of the Printed Books courses can apply for the G-10 in subsequent years, but not the other way around. Students who take the G-10 will be well prepared for the Advanced Descriptive Bibliography
Course (G-50). Please note: The cost of tuition on this course is $1,495 due to the costs associated with a large faculty. David Whitesell teaches this course. Richard Noble and David Whitesell co-teach this course. The name of the course has been changed to introduction to the principles of the
bibliographic description. David Gants and Richard Noble are co-teaching this course. Terry Belanger and Richard Noble are co-teaching this course. Terry Belanger and David Ferris co-teach this course. Terry Belanger, Donald Farren and David Ferris co-teach this course. Terry Belanger and Donald
Farren co-teach this course. Donald Farren opens this course as an introduction to descriptive bibliography. David Whitesell is a curator at the Albert and Shirley Small Special Collection Library at the University of Virginia, before that he was curator of books at the American Antique Society, a rare book
catalog at Houghton Library, Harvard University, and in the antique book trade. He served as secretary of the Library Society of America and trustee of the American Press History Association. His publications include the first addition to James E. Walsh's catalogue of fifteenth-century printed books at
harvard University Library (2006); he also served as Assistant Editor for Spain, Portugal and Latin America for the Oxford Companion to The Book (2010), as well as as editor Roger Stoddard in the BibliographicAl Description of Books and The verse was printed from 1610 to 1820 (2012; winner of the
MLA Prize in bibliography). Among the exhibitions he oversaw was The Pursuit of Vision: Two Centuries of Collecting at the American Antique Society (2012). Full bio Stock image about this item: The original publisher stitched blue paperback, inscriptions of the spine and front panel, thick large 8vo: xxvi,
506pp., introduction, foreword, footnotes and references, application, index. A very thin copy. Inventory Seller No. 533530 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 1. About this item: St Paul's Bibliography /Knoll Oak Press., Winchester UK/Newcastle, Delaware, 2012. Soft cover.
Condition: Very good. No jacket. pp.xxvi-505. 23cm 4 linear illustrations. Application. Index. Soft covers. Very good clean copy. (Originally published in 1949. The undeniable classic of scholarships of the twentieth century). Seller Inventory No. 25991 More about this seller Contact this seller 2. An image of
the seller about this item: Oak Knoll Press, New Castle, Delaware, 1995. Soft cover. Condition: Excellent. 8vo,XXV, 505 pages of St. Paul's Bibliography; 15. Re-release of the first edition. One of the undeniable classics of the 20th century scholarship, Bowers' work is one of the standard guides on the
subject, providing a comprehensive guide to describing printed books as physical objects. Despite the great activity in the narrative bibliography since then, the Principles still takes its place as the central book to which those who are engaged in bibliographic work are constantly returning. Seller Inventory
No. 005141 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 5. Seller Image of this item: St Paul's Bibliography and Knoll Press Oak, Winchester and New Castle, Delaware, 2012. hard paper wrappers. Bibliography (illustrator). Thick 8vo. hard wrappers of paper. xvi, 505 pages. With the new
introduction of G. Thomas Tanzel. Re-release of the first edition. One of the undeniable classics of the 20th century scholarship, Bowers' work is one of the standard guides on the subject, providing a comprehensive guide to describing printed books as physical objects. Despite the great activity in the
narrative bibliography since then, the Principles still takes its place as the central book to which those who are engaged in bibliographic work are constantly returning. Seller Inventory No. 40520 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 7. The seller's image of this item: St. Paul's
Bibliography; Oak Knoll Press, New Castle, Del., Winchester, 1994. A reprint of the 1949 classic about bibliographic theory and application, here with the introduction of Thomas Tanzel. 8vo (22.8 cm; 9). xxv, 505 pages. top edge of soot With some top fields slightly affected, the front bottom corner of the
lid is creased across with some pollution there as well. A good working copy at a much reduced price. Price. Inventory 36756 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 8. Seller Image of this item: Russell and Russell Publishers. Linking textbooks. Condition: Okay. First edition. First edition.
A small shelf and wear handling, generally a pure solid copy with minimal signs of use. The boards betray only trifling withering and discoloration and nicks and imperfections commensurate with age. The binding is tight and structurally strong. Former library stamps at the front ends, all internal pages are
missing any foreign signs. Seller Inventory No. 7246999692 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 9. Seller Image of this item: St. Paul's Bibliography, N, 1998. Introduction by G. Thomas Tansel. Pp. xxvi-506 (last empty), 4 plates, applications, index; printed hard paper wrappers; St
Paul's Bibliography/Noll Oak Press, Winchester and New Castle, 1998. Fifth seal. Originally published by Princeton University Press Office in 1949. A comprehensive guide to describing printed books as physical objects. Seller Inventory No. 068009 For more information about this seller Contact this
seller 11. The seller's image of this item: St. Paul's Bibliography; Oak Knoll Press, Winchester (UK) and New Castle (DE), 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. 505pp. Octato (23 cm) Blue, white and orange printed wraps. From the publisher - Reprint of the first edition. One of the undeniable
classics of the 20th century scholarship, Bowers' work is one of the standard guides on the subject, providing a comprehensive guide to describing printed books as physical objects. Despite the great activity in the narrative bibliography since then, the Principles still take its place as the central book to
which those who are engaged in bibliographic work are constantly returning. Seller Inventory No. 42159 More about this seller Contact this seller 12. Stock image of this paragraph: St. Paul's bibliography, 1986. Binding. Condition: Almost fine. No jacket. This is a HARDCOVER edition of this work,
published in 1986 with dark blue cloth boards and gilded inscriptions. The condition is excellent. Clean and dense and bright in everything. Can't find a flaw anywhere. There's no jacket. They will be carefully packaged and sent with tracking. Size: 8vo - more than 73/4 - 93/4 high. Book. Seller Inventory
No. 032990 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 15. Seller Image: Knoll Press Oak, New Castle, DE, 2005. Soft cover. Condition: Excellent. Revised edition; Fifth seal. Reprinting the first edition with a new introduction by G. Thomas Tanzel in perfect condition; The Fredson Bowers
Principles are one undeniable classics of scholarships of the twentieth century. When it was first published in 1949, it immediately became a standard guide.providing for the first time a comprehensive guide to describing printed books as physical objects. Objects. (from the Introduction of G. Thomas
Tanzel). Seller Inventory No. 12940 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 18. About this point: Russell and Russell, Inc., New York, 1962. Reprint of the 1949 Princeton University press release; 8vo, 17, No.1, 505; Four full. Facsimile; a very good copy in the original blue fabric written by
the gilding on the spine. A standard and now classic link. Seller Inventory No. 26144 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 20. About this point: St Paul's Bibliography, Winchester, 1986. Soft cover. Condition: Okay. 17th, 505 pages, page 505 upside down. Seller Inventory and NT1078
For more information about this seller Contact this seller 22. The seller's image of this item: Russell and Russell, New York, 1962. Binding. Condition: Okay. Reprint. 0846201305 xvii, 505 pages. This book is written as an attempt to fill a gap in the bibliographical study. (To date) there has been little effort
to survey the principles of the narrative bibliography with relatively complete detail, to discuss difficulties, and especially to coordinate what has been written about problems with solutions that have been developed in practice. Foreword. The copyright page is dated 1962, but given the availability of the
ISBN number, this copy was probably printed only recently. The details of the previous owner, handwritten on the front of the free endpaper, otherwise the contents are clean, bright and unmarked. The binding is tight. A little pollution to the bottom. Moderate wear of blue boards. Brilliant gilded inscription
on the backstrip. A quality copy of this valuable guide. Seller Inventory No. 615H2606 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 27. Page 2 Stock Image About this item: Original publisher stitched blue paperback, inscriptions of the spine and front panel, thick large 8vo: xxvi, 506pp.,
introduction, preface, footnotes and references, application, index. A very thin copy. Inventory Seller No. 533530 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 1. About this item: St Paul's Bibliography /Knoll Oak Press., Winchester UK/Newcastle, Delaware, 2012. Soft cover. Condition: Very
good. No jacket. pp.xxvi-505. 23cm 4 linear illustrations. Application. Index. Soft covers. Very good clean copy. (Originally published in 1949. The undeniable classic of scholarships of the twentieth century). Seller Inventory No. 25991 More about this seller Contact this seller 2. About this point: The Library
society of America, New York, 1950. Soft cover. Condition: Very good. Dust Jacket Condition: No dust jacket. Documents from the Library society of America, Volume 44, Third quarter, full release. In addition to the above-listed Content also includes Kurt F. Buhler Aldus Manutius: The First 500 Years and
Page S. Proctor Jr. William Leggett (1801-1839) : journalist and writer. Seller Inventory No. 246106 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 3. 3. Image: Oak Knoll Press, New Castle, Delaware, 1995. Soft cover. Condition: Excellent. 8vo,XXV, 505 pages of St. Paul's Bibliography; 15. Re-
release of the first edition. One of the undeniable classics of the 20th century scholarship, Bowers' work is one of the standard guides on the subject, providing a comprehensive guide to describing printed books as physical objects. Despite the great activity in the narrative bibliography since then, the
Principles still takes its place as the central book to which those who are engaged in bibliographic work are constantly returning. Seller Inventory No. 005141 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 6. Seller Image of this item: St Paul's Bibliography and Knoll Press Oak, Winchester and
New Castle, Delaware, 2012. hard paper wrappers. Bibliography (illustrator). Thick 8vo. hard wrappers of paper. xvi, 505 pages. With the new introduction of G. Thomas Tanzel. Re-release of the first edition. One of the undeniable classics of the 20th century scholarship, Bowers' work is one of the
standard guides on the subject, providing a comprehensive guide to describing printed books as physical objects. Despite the great activity in the narrative bibliography since then, the Principles still takes its place as the central book to which those who are engaged in bibliographic work are constantly
returning. Seller Inventory No. 40520 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 8. The seller's image of this item: St. Paul's Bibliography; Oak Knoll Press, New Castle, Del., Winchester, 1994. A reprint of the 1949 classic about bibliographic theory and application, here with the introduction
of Thomas Tanzel. 8vo (22.8 cm; 9). xxv, 505 pages. The top edge of the soot is darkened with some top field slightly affected, the front bottom corner of the lid creased across with some pollution there as well. A good working copy at a much reduced price. Seller Inventory No. 36756 Details about this
seller Contact this seller 9. Seller Image of this item: Russell and Russell Publishers. Linking textbooks. Condition: Okay. First edition. First edition. A small shelf and wear handling, generally a pure solid copy with minimal signs of use. The boards betray only trifling withering and discoloration and nicks
and imperfections commensurate with age. The binding is tight and structurally strong. Former library stamps at the front ends, all internal pages are missing any foreign signs. Seller Inventory No. 7246999692 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 10. Seller Image of this item: St. Paul's
Bibliography, N, 1998. Introduction by G. Thomas Tansel. Pp. xxvi-506 (last empty), 4 Apps, index printed hard paper wrappers; St Paul's Bibliography/Noll Oak Press, Winchester and New Castle, 1998. Fifth seal. Originally published by Princeton University Press Office in 1949. Year. a guide to
describing printed books as physical objects. Seller Inventory No. 068009 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 12. The seller's image of this item: St. Paul's Bibliography; Oak Knoll Press, Winchester (UK) and New Castle (DE), 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. 505pp. Octato
(23 cm) Blue, white and orange printed wraps. From the publisher - Reprint of the first edition. One of the undeniable classics of the 20th century scholarship, Bowers' work is one of the standard guides on the subject, providing a comprehensive guide to describing printed books as physical objects.
Despite the great activity in the narrative bibliography since then, the Principles still take its place as the central book to which those who are engaged in bibliographic work are constantly returning. Seller Inventory No. 42159 Details about this seller Contact this seller 13. Stock image of this paragraph: St.
Paul's bibliography, 1986. Binding. Condition: Almost fine. No jacket. This is a HARDCOVER edition of this work, published in 1986 with dark blue cloth boards and gilded inscriptions. The condition is excellent. Clean and dense and bright in everything. Can't find a flaw anywhere. There's no jacket. They
will be carefully packaged and sent with tracking. Size: 8vo - more than 73/4 - 93/4 high. Book. Seller Inventory No. 032990 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 16. Seller Image: Knoll Press Oak, New Castle, DE, 2005. Soft cover. Condition: Excellent. Revised edition; Fifth seal.
Reprinting the first edition with a new introduction by G. Thomas Tanzel in perfect condition; The Fredson Bowers Principles are one of the undisputed classics of the scholarships of the twentieth century. When it was first published in 1949, it immediately became a standard guide.providing for the first
time a comprehensive guide to describing printed books as physical objects. (from introduction by G. Thomas Tanselle). Seller Inventory No. 12940 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 20. About this point: Russell and Russell, Inc., New York, 1962. Reprint of the 1949 Princeton
University press release; 8vo, 17, No.1, 505; Four full. Facsimile; a very good copy in the original blue fabric written by the gilding on the spine. A standard and now classic link. Seller Inventory No. 26144 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 22. About this point: St Paul's Bibliography,
Winchester, 1986. Soft cover. Condition: Okay. 17th, 505 pages, page 505 upside down. Seller Inventory and NT1078 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 24. The seller's image of this item: Russell and Russell, New York, 1962. Condition: Okay. Reprint. 0846201305 xvii, 505 pages.
This book is written as an attempt to fill a gap in the bibliographical study. (To date) there has been no particular effort to survey the survey descriptive bibliography with relatively complete detail, to discuss difficulties, and especially to coordinate what has been written about problems with solutions that
have been changed in practice. Foreword. The copyright page is dated 1962, but given the availability of the ISBN number, this copy was probably printed only recently. The details of the previous owner, handwritten on the front of the free endpaper, otherwise the contents are clean, bright and unmarked.
The binding is tight. A little pollution to the bottom. Moderate wear of blue boards. Brilliant gilded inscription on the backstrip. A quality copy of this valuable guide. Seller Inventory No. 615H2606 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 29. Page 3 3 principles of bibliographical description
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